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SAKE IT OR
"^asa*5^

^A

HATE

Once in a gree,t while I
wish I was a millionaire.
'/
yJ.
/x <
Right now is one of the
J^
times . Read the article on
/"''^p^^Oi^^^^^f^^ \
page 37 of this issue for
fffi*
^
the reason,, For what it may be worth
\%J
I urge every reader to send in a dollar for the
cause. One small voice crying- in the wilderness cannot
do a great deal of good, "but maybe enough will hear it
and will tell others about it and the combination may
be a fair-sized contribution,
I have heard countless
hundreds of square dancers mouthing fine sounding platitudes about square dancing being wonderful family recreation; the nicest people in the world; nothing like
it for fun and friendship; the finest fellowship in the
etc
worlds, etc
Right now would be a wonderful oppor*tunity to back up the words with action, and as is
sometimes said in some circles: Put your money where
your mouth is*"
For, believe it or not, America needs
friends in Europe, and these young people would be
grand "ambassadors of good will"
And before I forget
about it my sincerest congratulations to young Tony
Salatan, of Cambridge* Mass. who loaves soon on a tour
of the world giving a series of folk song concerts in
a dozen different countries „ beginning with a three
month tour of Japan. It couldn't happen to a nicer
fel£ow - or a better folk singer.
!"7ith all best wishes
rs.
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March., St. Patrick* s Day and all, is a grand time
for us to pause a moment and pay homage to the Irish
race that has from the start played such a gallant
part iii the making of America a They made up one of the
largest sections of our Colonial population.
Without
their influence the opening and settlement of our frontiers would have "been far more hazardous and difficult
than it was.
Hftren the most
superficial dip into the
annals -'of the American Revolution and the merest look
at the rosters of the regiments involved there prove
conclusively they were in the forefront cf our struggle for Independence,
By virtue of the .'-nnmbers and
their strong individuality. Americans of Irish lineage
pieced their nark upon American lixe s institutions and
temperament.
{/^
".

Hot the least of their gifts to America has "been
their music.
'This has
become established so firmly
the
of as
in many cases it has
come to be thought
typically American s and certain times have become some
of our best loved old- time American melodies. Who does
not know and love such airs as "Irish "Washerwoman,"
"Garry Owen,"' "Saint Patrick's Day In the Morning,"
"Rakes of Mallow.," "Father CMjJlynnj," "Turkey In the
Straw," "Off She Goes," ''Haste To the Wedding," and a
great many more?
/
;'

Since we have

'\

adopted Irish music so completely,

it is only natural that we
should also feel strongly
the appeal of Irish dancing 9 yet comparatively few in
this country know of its existence other than the dif-

3

ficult and quite modern step and solo dances seen in
demonstrations and competitions. What a great pity it
is that not more of us know some of the most interesting group dances in the world - the National Dances of
Ireland; the dances performed in square, circle and
contra dance formation, everyone of which have the sim
plicity, the gaiety and the social element that is com
mon to traditional folk dances the world over.

other race, the Scots excepted, have given
such imaginative and appealing names to the dances What a fine lilt there is to the names of "Antrim Reel"
"Apples In Winter," "The Siege of Snnis," "Humours of
Sand on," "Walls of Limerick," "Gates of Derry," "Waves
of Tory," "The Stack of Barley," "Kerry Dance," "Drops
of Brandy" and "The Bridge of Athlone."
5To

"The Bridge of Athlone." AM Now there s a dance
for you! But why was the "bridge at Athlone any differThe following
ent than any other "bridge in Ireland?
account was sent' me "by Dxr Hugh Thurston, now of Vamcou
ver, B,C„; pages torn from a tourist magazine, and noted while he was traveling in Ireland a year ago.
!
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"The Normans came to Ireland in II69 and soon
left their mark on the fortifications of Athlone. They
"based their rule on a strong network of fortifications
throughout the country, and the "bridge they "built at
Athlone was neither of wickerwork nor of wood, "but of
stones.
They seem to have built a "bridge a"bout the
same time as the "building of the Castle. If this were
so, their first efforts cannot have "been very successful, for in 1233, Henry 111 was pushing forward the
work on another "bridge. This lasted till 1272, when it

%

was destroyed
Hugh
Connor.
Edward 1 ordered the
erection of yet -another "bridge in 127^, and this one,
being a rather more ambit ioiis stone structure, seems
to have fared better than most of its predecessors.
f

bridge of the Siege was built in Elizabethan times. In 1566 Queen Elisabeth sent Sir Sid
ney ( brother •'of Sir Philip Sidney, famous poet and
statesman) 3f0 ^thlone to superintend the building of
the bridge, and he brought with him as his architect
Sir Peter Lewis.
The new bridge was commenced in the
late summer of 1566 and finished on the 2nd day of
July, 1567, The piers were supported on piles of stone
thrown into the river for that purpose, and so the
bridge was not very secure. There were none arches and
the piles of. stone and large piers between narrow open
ings impeded the flow of water to such an extent that
the river overflowed on the northern side up to the
walls of fthe present barracks. The bridge was 360 feet
long and Only 14 feet wide. It was so narrow, in fact,
that niches had to be formed in the piers to afford
the pedestrians refuge from the passing traffic. Even
this did not suffice, and. later a wooden platform was
built outside of the parapet and over the water'*, for
pedestrians only.
To make matters worse, corn-mills
were built along the bridge itself, and sta.lls were
introduced, thus making this congested passage the
market place of the town.
When it was being built,
tombstones were removed from "the graves of Clonmacnois
and inserted in the parapets* There was an inscription
at the entrance which was meant as a warning to anyone
who would try to evade the toll, or 'pontage as it
was called: 'Give to Caesar that which is Caesar's and
God. that which is God's. 1
On the. centre of the southern parapet was an. elaborate structure known as the
Queen's monument
It was rather larger than two telehhone booths placed together and had seven tablets on
"The

ifaMcus

1

.

f

its face.

.
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&
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Sidney's "bridge survived until the present structure was erected in 1846 *
This bridge, together with
the present weir and lock, were designed and erected
Cecil Rhodes, founder
"by Thomas Rhodes, a relative of
famous bridge of the
site
the
of Rhodesia.
The
of
Siege, about 200 feet downstream from the present
bridge, is marked on the Leinster side of the river,
near the cinema, where the remains of one buttress can
still be seen. The Railway Bridge further up the river
dates from the opening of the railway in Jtthlone in
1851.
'

C\

"After the Battle of the Boyne, fought on July
12th, I69O, King James fled to France, taking with him
six thousand men of the Irish Army,, and thus compelling the remainder of the Stuart forces to fall back
upon Limerick and Athlone. King William determined to
follow up his victory on the Boyne by taking these
towns.
The first siege, which started on July l?th,
I69O, lasted six days e.nd was unsuccessful.

"In I69I the Williamite forces, 25,000 strong, aWhen they arrived on June
gain marched on Athlone.
19th there was but a small garrison to oppose them, as
the Irish army had not yet come up from Limerick. That
evening the English went into camp under the protecA battery of artillery was set up
tion of the Esker.
at the spot where St Mary's Catholic Church now stands;
at the point guarding the ford at the northern end of
the town another battery was planted, while another
battery was planted next morning in Mardyke Street, to
After forty-eight hours
tear down the Dublin gate.
fighting, the Williamites got through by sheer weight
of numbers, but they wore halted by the.-: narrowness of
the bridge, which helped the defender s » Tno Irish forces broke doxm the part of the bridge nearest the ConDe Ginckle, the Williamite leader, connaught side.
centrated on reducing the Castle rS*r'^
"
LLA
„

"On Jun§ %lst and 22nd, the cannonade on the
Castle continued without interruption.
One of the
mills on the "bridge at the Connaught side had "been
fortified and garrisoned "by sixty-five of the Irish,
In the midst of the Cannonade the mill took fire and
all "but one -of its occupants were "burned in the flames,
By the 27th, the Castle and "breastworks were in ruins,
while many hcuseV'were "burned to the ground. Still the
Irish defied ^tHe Williamites to set foot on the Conf?S
naught shore-.

m

"This was the condition of things after nine days
That night, under cover of the heavy bombardsiege.
ment, the English worked their way across the "bridge
as far as the "broken arches, and on Sunday morning
28th June, "beams were laid over the broken portion.
The Irish saw to their consternation that a few more
planks would complete the "bridge* Their own few cannon
were now nearly all buried in the ruined masonry, and
the enemy "beyond had "battery upon battery trained on
the narrow spot.
certain death to stand on
It meant
the line of the all "but finished causeway.
r-*J

f

}

Or?)
"Out stepped from the ranks of Maxwell's Eegiment
a sergeant of dragoons, Custume by name»
*Are there
ten men here who will die with me for Ireland?' ho
rThen, f
asked. A hundred eager voices shouted 1 Aye 1
he said, *we will save Athlone^ the lb ridge must go
down,
fr*)
-,

•

1

.

axes and crowbars, the small "band of
men rushed from "behind the breastwork and "dashed
forward upon the newly laid beams. A peal of artillery
-.a fusillade of musketry -from the other side and
the space was swept with grapeshot and bullets . When
the smoke cleared away, the bodies of Custume and his
ten heroes lay riddled -on the "bridge. They had torn away some of the beams, but every man of the eleven had
perished*
"C-rasping

"brave

7

"Out from the ranks of the same regiment dashed
as many more volunteers. Again across the "bridge rushed the heroes. Again the spot is swept "by a murderous
fusillade. The smoke lifts from the scene; nine of the
second "band lie dead upon the "bridge, "but the work is
done; the last "beam has gone down and Athlone has "been
saved.
Custume and his comrades had achieved the aim
for which they had given their lives. Again the powerful "besieging army was repulsed, and all that Sunday
the Irish worked at repairing the defences

"Meanwhile, the Williamite generals held a council of war in their camp and made the final arrangements for a general assaultton .the tbwnv the attack to
commence at 6 o'clock on the morning of the 29th, under ^command of Major-General. fecke'yQ .--The watchword
that night was 'Kilkenny.' During the night a deserter
from the English ranks made his way to the camp of
commander of the JacoMte forces, and
St. Ruth, the
gave details of the proposed assault, which was to
take the form of attack "by "bridge pontoons and boat.
The attack was duly launched, "but it met with resolute
resistance, and the storming troops were forced to retire, Consultations were held that evening amongst the
Some of them were in favouj* of
Williamite generals.
retreating with; ike entire army, while others urged
that one more attempt should he made 9 but considering
himself secure, and ignoring advice, St Ruth withdrew
(O*^
to Bealnamullia.
1

"While the Williamite generals were preparing to
leave the scene of thair unsuccessful adventure 8 two
officers from the Irish side swam the river and informed the enemy as to the state of things on the Connaught side P Immediately the order to attack was given
and the Williamites gained a complete victory. There
was practically no opposition.

8

"All would not have "been lost had St Ruth "been
a little less self-confident, General Maxwell,, who
commanded the Castle, suspected that an attack was "being organized in De G-inckle s camp, He sent word toe
impossible that the
St Ruth, who replied that it was
English could make another attempt after "being "beaten
as they were, and tauntingly sent Maxwell word that if
he was- afraid, another general would take his post,
Sarsfield, vigilant and assured of the danger, "besought the Irenchnian to send aid to the town before it
He, too, was answered with insult 9 and
was too late.
Athlone was lost* So
told to 'mind his own "business.
ended one of the most dramatic epics of the William! te
wars and one which found a worthy place in the writings of- historians and poets n
"but

!

:
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Trie Bridge of JLtnlone,
and
his brave comrades,
Custume
gallant
the
of
think
Horatio.
was
as
ever
epic
as fine an

And the next time you dance
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As Seen Prom The Stage
"by

One Who Is Stuck There

They underwhelm me*
It seems that with the utmuch of ability, they
strive to give the utmore impression that they know
the utmost ah out dancing.

They stumble through an off-beat-up version of a
swings and then spin their partner with a one or two
whirl turn, in the general direction of the next man,
always with a supercilious smile that is meant to say,
"Ain't I the Sancy-Dan, Sir?
This type of person however is a wonderful help
How they love to get hold of a
on club hospitality.
first-timer and really "break her in right." Poor,
poor girll He has no firm conviction as to which T way
to spin her and so he tries both ways, and in varying
numbers of turns. Maybe he figures if he winds her up,
he should also unwind her. More likely to run her down.

As for the girls - some of them really love it.
No chance for a man spinning them the wrong way either,
for at the first drop of a note they will grab the
nearest available hand and start whirling under it. In

10

trying to get her straightened out and on an even keel,
they invariably miss the next call and so just stand
thefe. But not for long - the music is still going, so
whee-e—e, she takes off again.

How you take a tall man and a short girl. When he
spins her it looks like he's cranking a Model T that
got hacked into a ditch* You almost expect him to get
kicked anytime * and mostly she looks as if she would
enjoy doing just that.
^^
Then there *s the short man and ^ ??% n^^^t
°^\
the tall girl. She either has to
stoop over and-'run around in short
V^J^^
steps like a mesmerised hen, or take x v f
chances of dislodging various parts of

(^^\\^

-

her upper anatomy.
Then how about the girl who wants to spin
in one direction and the man who is equally
determined "to spin her the other way? An auspicious start for a true and lasting friendship.

Haw I have nothing against a simple lady-like
twirl. If a -woman normally picks a pan of biscuits off
the cook-hoard and whirls around -three times with them
on the way to the oven, then it's only, natural for her
to spin her way through a d'O-si— do.. And if she normally gets up from a living-room chair and whirls around
three times before taking off for the Bathroom, I
think it -would be o.k* ftar her to spin a hit. before
'

starting a proiaenade.

I

Which reminds me -of a- poem I 'in going to. write, if
can find a clean sheet of paper when I get home.
WHIRLING DATE
The caller's ready - all set to go,
"bow;
The fiddler raises up
The music 'starts, the dance is on,
"Square your sets - we'll dance til dawn.

Ms

.

.

.
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Two couples here - one over there,
Takes four you know, to make a square
One more couple on the floor Look outi a twister's- coming through the dcor."

Dave had heard the caller's plea,
And grabbed a girl with fiendish glee,
And now comes whirling through the crowd
With hooJ7S a- thumping clear and loud.
With arm outstretched - fingers down,
He spins his partner round and round.
The crowd took one look toward the door
And quickly, silently, cleared the floor.
IT oi-r

"Whoopee-e" yells out Whirling Dave
Like a "banshee wailing on a grave,
And finding no one on the floor
Yells out again - u Let*s have three more."

Dave not only spins his girls,
But whirls himself in numerous twirls,
And when his partner, dizzy, fell,
He kept on whirling with another yell;
Til some brave soul 3 risking his all,
Steered him whirling from the hall.
ITow

s

His partner ~ now a sorry sight
"Went limping homeward through the night
Her pantelettes - her joyi aad 'pride
Resting on shoe tops - both untied;
Her petticoats - also her slips,
Sinking floorward from her hips
Her hair-do •- set with loving care,
Once her glory - now - just hair.
-

A lesson could be learned from this
By any Mrs or a Miss
If peace of miiid and joy you crave
Don't be ensnared by a Whirling Dave,
Rod liinnell
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STEEHSXAKD

MTETIlflJS in the midst of an
evening of dancing tend to congeal both ligaments and emotional

BTJSlflS.S

Save for emergencies, full membership meetings needn't
occur more often than monthly* The executive committee,
and individual officers s can act in the intervals;
what are they (un)paid for?
According to Let s Dance
12:3^9* "The Jolly Jumpers of Eureka, California, hold
"business- meetings at the homes of members on the second Wednesday of each month u
The business done, we
surmise, jacks t raws, donuts, etc appear.
•

'

Need the chairman be the President? The President „ traditional^ and esthetlcally, may not speak from the
Further only a
chair - and he may wish t o be heard »
talented chairman can sharpen and shorten a business
meeting. We have none too many expert chairmen; let's
seek them out and put them to work
,

I

Without the Roberts
Are Pules of Order necessary?
a
of a meeting", and
sense
Rules, Quakers determine tiie
folk dancers can too.
More specifically, can each item on an agenda be handled more simply.- as by (a) an announcement, (b) a
show of hands, (c) the officers meeting at another
time, (d) a committee representing all of any divergent viewpoints, (e) postponement till the next meeting, by which time the problem may evaporate?
In sum, reduce the number of full-dress business meetings; take advantage of your most talented chairman -
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or a person who stands to become skilled; and pare the
agenda
I

FLECTIONS needn't "be of President Yice President, Secretary etc; a dance club is not a nation or a fraternity. A club in San Francisco nominates the entore mem
"bership, then on two or three "ballots elects an executive comip.it tee of seven,
These seven apportion the
work among themselves; it's their option to swap jobs
every month or even every hour! Here* then, is flexibility with no loss of democracy,-, (The caller of this
club is a professional; he s an honorary member of its
executive committee - without voce.)
„

!

PRAISES FOR

DAlTCIItfG,

plus additional dancers and lead-

Inquire of
ers, are often found on college campuses
representatives of the outing club* a language club,
the faculty club, the student union, the campus activities committee and/or the department of physical eduIf you lack quarters suitable
cation and recreation,,
for dancing, inquire now, get acquainted, get ready
for the fall season.
r,

"A good exLTAFFRC EOT rr£EG -"WINDED may skip this I
ample is the best sermon." <- Beiijaman Franklin. ?A
picture is worth a thousand- words.," It seems that
people s eyes are closer to their brains than their
ears are." Jane Harwell.
-,

BASECTBALL squads dance kolos and
.AMD
claim that ankles are limbered and
Coaches
the like*
quickened,
time
reaction

SOMU FOOTBALL

ESAHN OF THE SICILFTJL: he that teaches himself hath a
fool for a master," advised Eon Franklin. When they
have opportunity,; dancers "learn to dance of skilful
dancers" 5 but should teachers and leaders of folk dan
cing "learn of skillful, teachers?" Of course,
don't dance any mere; they just git cut on the
floor, and try to make both ends meet J' Emory Moffitt,
R.D. #1, Londonderry. Vt

"They

1

»
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L L^/fi:
"by

Walter & Yera Meier
Continuing a brilliant series of articles for the serfis*na*kri in form from
cnc.cn
Slightly
ious-minded caller a
9
the authors 'book A SHORT TH30RY 0? SQTJAR1 IMCS CALLING-", with their permission.
:

«

EEGMIGA-IITISS
To understand the technicalities of the square dance
call and of the square dance itself is another factor
which is of utmost importance to every square dance
A dance program is not only made up of one
programdance following the other, but also of the rendition
of the call itself „
A very poorly put together dance
program may he extraordinarily successful through the
rendition and presentation of the calls, Here,-, the command and technicalities play an important part* To
tell the dancers exactly what they have to do 9 and
making the call so descriptive that there is no guess
work, depends on knowing the technical aspects of the
call and the technical structure of the dance;
its
fundementals and figures. When talking ah out technicalities it is always our greatest concern the way the
"Throw In the Clutch" figure is handled hy the majority of callers . To clarify this statec&nt we are quoting from a standardization report of a "Callers Association in which it reads as follows:

15

"THROW IN THE CLUTCH. Descriptions; From Thar position
everyone moves forward in line of direction facing in
Thar position. TWICE AROUND THE RING. Customarily accepted as meaning to pass partner twice without regard
to distance travelled."

How utterly ahsurd to put anything like that on paper.
When we pass the partner twice, why not say pass the
partner twice. ¥hen we mean once around the ring, why
not say once around the ring. As long as there is distance involved in the call, why not tell the exact dis
tance instead of saying or explaining "customarity acOurselves as
cepted as to pass the partner twice!"
foolish to
tsachers,
would
feel
sort
of
jgqu&re dance
around"
"but
"twice
dancers
that
the
call
tell the
is
twice."
Suppospartner
means
"pass
your
in reality it
ing the dancers ask questions what would "be your answer? Would you have one that was intelligent? We doubt
it, and we can assure you that the dancers will not "be
satisfied with whatever explanation you give them.
What the dancers will think or even say is: "Oh, wsll
he doesn't know any "better." The caller, again, has a
very good excuse for calling it that way - you guessed
Such answers are just
it — it is on the call sheet.
exhibition
and
of ignorance plus.
it is an
plain stupid
B

8

The second technicality in this same call is:

THROW TIT THE CLUTCH PUT HER IN LOW
IT'S TWICE MOUND THE RING- YOU {JO
PASS YOUR PARTITM ON YOU G-0
TURK THE NEXT WITH A DO-PAS- SO
We have discussed the technical point of "twice around"
Now, is the lady whom we are passing twice our partner?
She could "be, hut the majority of times she is not.
Here is another example, the call "Too Old To Cut
Mustard:"

the

16

POUR LADIES TO THE CENTER AND BACK TO THE BLR
FOUR GENTS COTTER WITH A RIGHT HAH) STAR
TURN THE OPPOSITE LADY TO AM AI&EMMEDl THAR
,-.
EACK UP BOYS, BUT NOT TOO PAR
THROW IN THE CLUTCH MB PUT HER IN LOW
/J ^N
TWICE AROUND THE RING YOU GO
\ Zj^=X
\jS\/
WHEN YOU MEET YOUR PARTNER. ON YOU GO
CATCH THE NEST EOR ±, DO-PAS-SQ

j?
'

When the gents turn the opposite lady to an alleman&e
thar, does that lady become the gent*s partner? Not to
There me.y "be an "unwritten law about
our knowledge*
this, "but according to. all technicalities this lady is
still the opposite lady to the gent who turned her
into the allemande thar. In accordance with this call,
the dancers, when executing the Throw In the Clutch
figure, must meet their own p3.rtner 3 then meet her again, and then turn the nest lady for a do-pas-so.
However that is not the way it is meant to be s It is
meant to pass the lady twice, whom we turned into an
allemande thar* and then tuin the next lady for a dopas-so, tills lady becomes the gent's new partner. Considering all circums tance s and technicalities involved
here is a very descriptive version of this call which,
we are sure,, will not need any embarrassing explanations - explanations which we could hardly understand
ourselves.
j

LADIES TO THE CENTER AND BAGJ TO THE BAR
GENTS TO THE CENTER WITH A RIGHT HAND STARTURN THE OPPOSITE LADY TO AN ALLEMENUE THAR
PACE UP BOYS, BUT NOT TOO EAR
THROW IN THE CLUTCH AND PUT HER IN LOW
>^~>*
ALL THE WAY AROUND YOU GO
/>, ^ %
*
PASS HER Ttr ICE^D ON YOU GO
F
TURN THE 3TEXT WITH A DO-PAS-SO
''-cLl^'

l^

Does anyone need a further explanation of this call
the way it is sow written? We doubt it very much.
In
case any are "in order the caller does not have to fear
having questions go unanswered. Everything is descriptive, the traveling distance is plainly indicated, and
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The entire picture
everyone knows how to pass twice e
dancers and they will probably
respect the caller just a little bit more than the
caller who is unable to explain „ To touch once more on
technically,, the gents
the subject of "twice around"
should pass the lady who is by their side when doing
the allemande thar figure „ four times in order to go
twice around.
Supposing some of the squares do this,
telling the caller that is exactly what they were told
to do What an embarrassing situation'.
"becomes clear to the

s

B

More technicalities and misconceptions of such technicalities appear in the grand right and left to bo done
in the opposite direction from the usual procedure.
When al allemande left and a grand right and left is
called from a regular square position, the gents and
the ladies, upon finishing the allemande left come
face to face with their partner They give right hands
to their partner and proceed in the direction they are
facing with the grand right and left* Let it he clear
to all of us that the direction of the grand right and
left is determined hy the position from which we do
the allemande left., or when we give right hand to our
Ordinarily, as we menpartner and face each other.,
tioned, the gents move counterclockwise and the ladies
move clockwise* How supposing we do an allemande left
with our right hand lady* When partners come face to
face and give right hands to each other, the gents are
facing in clockwise direction and ladies will face in
Few we ask you, if we
counterclockwise direct Ida*
proceed in the direction which we are facing with' the
grand right and left, would it be the "wrong way around" as it is often called? To all clear thinking it
would not be the wrong way around, because we established the movement of the grand right and left by
facing our partner* If we want to be technical, and do
called the
as the caller tells us to do in case it is
upon
right
giving
should,
we
wrong way 'round, then
that
the
so
gents
around
turn
hand to our partner,
face in counterclockwise direction and the ladies face
Quito often these misconcepin clockwise direction.
callers who do not think
by
stated
tions are merely
used
involved.
True, we are
technicalities
about
,
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to doing the grand right and left with the gents going
counterclockwise and the ladies clockwise, so when it
comes to move in opposite direction, even though the
call warrants and demands this opposite movement, it
is erroneously called "the wrong way around." We give
you a few examples:

ESS TWO HEAD COUPLES SWIEG
FORWARD IIP AM BACK TO THE RIEG
FORWARD AGAIE, TURE THE OPPOSITE LADY
WITS TEH RIGHT EAED HOUND
PARTHUR LEET, WITH TEE LiET HAND. 'ROUED
COREERS ALL WITH THE RIGHT HAED 'ROUED
PARTHERS WITH THE LEFT HAED 'ROUED,
TURE CStei AED A HALF
TO THE RIGHT HAM) LADY WITH THE RIGHT HAM) 'ROUID
GQ RACE TO YOUR PARflpP AID" CATCH ALL EIGHT
WITH THE LEET HAM) 'ROUED
RACK WITH TEE RIGHT, OECE AED A HALE AROUND
TO THE RIGHT ILE© LADY WITH LEFT ALLBMAME
PAHTEER RIGHT AM) A RIGHT £KD LEET GRAM)
f

How by doing this certain procedure , a clear thinking
caller couldn't possibly call this "the wrong way
'round."
/r~^x
Another exaurole;

!_>*

V

i

THE HEAD WO COUPLES PASS THROUGH AM PACE OUT
THE SIDE TWO COUPLES PASS THROUGH AM PACE OUT
ALLBL1EDE LEFT WITH YOUR LEET HAM)
RIGHT TO YOUR PARTEER AED k RIGHT AED LEET GRAED

Again it would "be entirely wrong to call this movement of the grand right and left in this esample "the
wrong way 'round."
s

Many bad movements are made through unfinished or misleading .calls . The two following examples appeared in
print some time ago:
1

)

ALLEMAEDE LEET AND ATLEMAUDE U
RIGHT AED LEET AED TURE BACK WO
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WITH A RIGHT L1TD ISFT AED THE LADIES STAR
TO THE OPPOSITE GEN? AND TERTJ AROTJED
LADIES CHAIN MCE ACROSS TEE TOM
TO THE OPPOSITE GEIIT POR A D0-PAS-S6
As callers we should know that we must complete the
ladies chain ~by putting the gent's right arm around
the lady*s waist and turning her into place,
If the
caller calls the preceding figure a.s written, then,
technically s the cancers should, after the end of the
chain and after turning the ladies into place, start
the do-pas—so,
This is awkward and not good w If the
dancers fail to do this they are not following the
call. . Good dancers will frown upon such practice, hecause when they learned to chain during their "beginners classes, they were told by $he caller to finish
the chain "by turning the lady into her place as descri
"bed.
It is an easy manner to change the call and m&k^
it comfortable and descriptive,

AND AKLB^NDU TJ
RIGH AM) LSET AT© TURN BICE TWO
WITH A RIGHT AED LEFT
THE IASIES ST£R ACROSS TEE SQUARE
TURH THE OPPOSITE GEHT AMD LEAYE HIM THERE
STuR RIGHT RACE AM> HERE ¥1 GO
OPPOSITE LADY FOR A BO-PAS-SO.

^

ALLIi^llIDE LEFT

^

£ CV7~\
\ ^J^
*

N

^.

Immediately the call "becomes clear and understandable.
guesswork is neccessary, and no questions will "be
asked by the dancers
ITo

The second figure belongs in the same category,, numerous examples can be mentioned; even renouned callers
often call it this way, disregarding technicalities

Dam

THE LAEE
WITH A RIGHT AID LEET AHD THE IAEIES CHAI1J
CHAIN RIGHT K.CX OH THE EWSL AHD TOE
MEET YOUR PARTNER WITH A DO-PAS-SO

2) AttTiEMfilH)E LEFT GO

The wording could be changed to make this
correct?

technically
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DOW THE LAM
RIGHT AND LEPT M® THE LADIES CHAIN
THE GIRLS STAR RIGHf AB3 tote WE GO
ACROSS THE SST PCR A IJO-PAS-SO

A1LEMA.ED LEFT GO

J

C

v.

,1^
'

l€ r

l

^

9

•-.Z^/

In the first "plaice, the word "partner in the original
call is misleading inasmuch as there has "been no partner change* later, during the call, another technical
error:

THE LADIES EHA&T 'ACROSS --THE LASS
TO THE OPPOSE GZlfT.PGR' A LEFT ALLEMAEDE
Again, a si^r "formation 'should be called instead of
the ladies cchalin., It is" so easy to word the call technically corjsec-t that -it- is difficult to understand why
the calls are originated this way, Hot knowing. the cir
cumstances, we can't help but feel that this is the
work of novice "callers, whs neither care s understand,
nor bother tto- learn the fundementals of the square
dance and !t&e-> square dance call.
;

As

indicated' some time before, another confusing caUL
is the use ^ of the Word! "swing'1 instead of turn. Por ex

ample:
GERTS SS'TlR RIGHT IE 3ME CE1KE& OF THE RIHGTO THECOPPOS1TS--1ADY ¥ITH A 3iW £A10 STOG-

Many times we
of making -the

actually seen dancers swing instead
left-hand turn as it was meant to "be.
The reason 'for this is, the dangers hear '•"swing so
naturally' want to swing.
If the caller wants the dancers to make a turn why doesn't he say "turnw so nobody will sbe come confused. If it is a matter of making
the phrase"- rhyme, then the caller should not hesitate
to reword: it,
everyone will T>e able to do
I am sure
this. Por instance:
'bfeftre

11

T

W

GEITS STAR RIGHT
THE CENTM OP THE TOM
TURH TEE OPPOSITE LADY WITH THE LEPT HAND ROUSED
»

or:

GENTS STAR RIGHT ACROSS THE SQjDAKE
THRU THE OPPOSITE LADY AND LEAVE HER THERE

21
Probably all of you will "be able to
combinations

make up many more

An excellent example of confusion is the call "Manana"
VACpHROS STAR ACROSS TH3 S3UT
3J3ZD S¥I^G THAT GISL
STAR RACE Hair AGAIN RRAL QTJIGX
AHOTHHR LUFTIHAICD HIRL
A RIGHT HASH) 'ROUND C0RN3R
G-IYR YOUR OWN A LKFT-HAND SWBFG
N0¥ EROMELIADE THAT C0R1TUR GIRL etc

A LEFT

T

'

Y

.

First of all, anyone not familiar with the Spanish Ian
guage is in doubt as to who "Vaqueros" applies to.
In
other words, the caller would probably have to explain
the meaning of the word before he starts to call, low
there is a "left-hand swing" and a "left-hand whirl*;
again very confusing. To remedy this situation we can
proceed with a ce.ll like the following, which we are
sure will require no explanations or special instruct i 0:1s

THR

GMTS STAR RIGHT ACROSS THE

SJ2T

A L!IFT~HAND THRU THAT GIRL
STAR RIGHT RACE TO YOUR JART^SRS ALL
AHOTHIR LRRT-HAND TURN
..x xAAH)
'ROUND YOUR CORNUR,
LRPT HAND 'ROUND YOUR OWN
PROMUNARin YOUR CORNERS ALL
AID SING AS YOU GO HOIxiTJ etc

,/~

*V§f
>

r

Rveryone will understand this call since it is in
plain "square dance language" without any confusing cr
misleading words mixed in. Incidently. did you notice
how "successful timing" was applied in line 3?

Another misleading call is "sashay".
want to slide, such as in the call:
SASHAY PARTIES E'.LR AROUND
R33ASHAY GO ALL THU ¥AY AROUND
or:

/hen we sashay we

Tf
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PARTNERS DO A HALF SASHAY
FORWARD UP AND BACK THAT WAY
or

THE HEAD T¥0 GENTS AND THEIR GOROT.
DO A HALE SASHAY

.

GIRLS

or

MEET YOUR PARTNER COMING BACK
EIGHT SASHAY INTO TEE CENTER
AND NOW YOU SASHAY BACK
-understand and comply
those calls are easy to
Eowevo?
.
you will find many
fundementals
the
with,
calls
-J
ve
with
±
the f ollowing:
directions
printed

All of

.

.

,

SASHAY iROTJND YOUR GORIER LAD" :
SASHAY 'ROUND Y&M. 8K PRETT7 BABY
/

/
{

^ ^
lb

\
f

This is suppos'elL fco> "fee a do* si—do with your corner and
n
partner o
^$W '*^ ^^a.shay' when you mean "do-si—do?
If "shoulders* Ssako the difference, and sashay corner
should he right shoiildei., and ss,shay partner should be
left shoulder ? hy nc'c say do-si-do left or do-si-do
right? This will eliminate the decision of which shoulder should be~"used„ Inasmuch as all do~si~dos are supposed to be-"right shoulder back to back, we must consider this question: If we can make two right shoulder
movements, or two le<ft shoulder movements In succession, why can't" we " make two left-hand turns, or two
right-hand turns' -in' succession? There is really no answer.
If one is legitimate 9 the other is too.. Therefore we believe it is bad square dancing and bad calling to use- either $wo right (or left) shoulder figures
in succession, just as it is improper to make two
right ( or Left ) hand turns in success ion* As mentioned
previously, the do~si-do can be called descriptively
to eliminate -a>iy doubt , and make dancing comfortable
and smooth.
'"'<.

r
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We have talked about and mentioned smooth dancing. 3y
this we mean not only that the dancers thelselves move
in a smooth manner, hut also that the called figures
move smoothly from one to another ^ Technicalities and
smoothness of the dance frequently seem to clash, but
only through negligence and - shall we say - income
pleteness of the movement. The proper decision of what
to call nest is often determined "by what hand the dancers have free to continue the dance »
However., there

#r?7
are figures in which, upon completion, partners are
fencing the
center of the square with "both han ds fre e.
When such occasions occur and the caller imist decide
what command to give for the nezu movement, the factor
of timing is of the utmost importance
rather than the
factor of the movement itself,,
If you do not agree
with our statement, and we are sure that most of you
probably will not agree, all as ask you is to give it
a trial. A real trial, not once or twice and than saying, oh well, I've tried it but it doesn't work. Think
it over in your mind and it might be possible that in
the long run you will agree with us after all*
,

let's take any figure where^ at the finish, the gents
turn the lady into place by placing his right arm a<~
round the lady's waist and connecting left hands and
then turn the lady "gently" forward into place., Probably the most important figures which belong in this
category are: ladies chain,, dc~pas~so, and right and
According to all rules and regulations
left through*
be
there will
a time, only a slight time, when both
hands of partners are free. With both hands free the
caller has the right and is .justified to call anything
he wants to, even an allemande lefto There are numerestablished dances which our
ous dances - old-time
forefathers have danced - where there is an allemande
left called after the ladies chain (Coming Round the
Mountain) or a right and left through. Ho one thought
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of criticizing this practice and it should not he criticized because it is technically correct, and it can he
done with grace and smoothness
The same applies to the do-pas-so. In this ire have the.
same finish as in the ladies chain or right and left
through. Again, the gents turn the lady into place "by
putting the right arm around the lady's waist and turning her forward into place » Gallers have "been continually criticized for calling an allemande left after a
do-pas-so. Criticism is not in order. What should he
in order is for the criticizers to just stop and think
before they criticize. "Both hands are free after a dopas-so, and the caller has the right to call an allemande left if he wishest-tocdooseo. However^-, knowledgeof timing is essential. Knowledge of timing to such an
§xtent that the caller must realise the importance of
the full amount of time for executing the figure, and
through knowledge or phrasing does not combine or overlap the figure of a do~pas~so, ladies chain, or right
and left through, with the figure to be executed and
continued; that is, the allemande left.
J

•-->-

Here is an example: Tou probably know the call Red Riv
Je will now call a do-pas-so in Red River
er Valley*
Valley and (continue with an allemande left without any
interruption of the smooth flow of figures.
'

r
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ISFP YOUR CORKER AMD A RIGHT HAND TO TOUR

^

3

£

6
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7
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You will find that tf the dancers move rhythmically
with the music and the call, on the last two counts of
line 4, where partners have time to disengage all
hands, they will "be free to start the allemande left.
If, in teaching "beginners, we always stress that we
must finish the figure whenever possible, the dancers
will have no trouble in such a case and other callers
upon seeing such an example, will have very little to
say or criticize.
Another example is whether or not we should call a
swing after a ladies chain, right and left through, do
pas—so, or other figures with a similar ending. The
argument is that "by turning the lady into place the
motion has to "be reversed to get into a swing. Again,
this is often frowned upon and callers with, a theory
of continuing the motion say it is an error to do or
Really there
to call a swing after such figures.
should not "be any reason whatsoever for an arguments
We reverse from the circle to the left to the circle
In the same respect, we
to the right quite often.
could not do this either. The "catch-all-eight" is one
more example.
It should not "be done nor called if we
adhere to the ahove theory.

Numerous other examples appear often, such as the "wag
there is a reon wheel" or "strip the gears," where
verse in motion, A reverse in motion is not awkward if
there can he some point of a stand-still - maybe just
a fraction of a second, and not noticeaole to anyone
In general dancing the
watching - "between motions.
movement is quite often reversed and nohody thinks any
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Throw In the Clutch is another figure
thing of it.
motion. Many i many: moreocaaxbe
reversed
where there is
is prohibited then danreversing
such
listed, and if
square
round,
folk, or ballroom
cing, whether it is
s
mighty
monotonous
and one sided.
look
dancing, would
ell
that
said,
good judgesummarize
to
fes
However,
should
be
applied
to
sense
all of our
ment and common
actions
«- to be continued
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CONTRA DANCE
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The Dance
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~Tt

3jr^t C ouples 1,3,5, etc. act ive
44 Do ¥0T cross over
Turn partner Toy right hand once around
partner "by left hand once and a half around
Right hand to opposite and balance four in line
Turn "by right hand once around
Down the center four in line
Wheel & turn, the other way back, cast off
Right and left four across & back

!""rtirn
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QUSET VICTORIA

"balance four in line" should be what we call a
balance".
In other words g step forward and
"back twice.
The

n double

Before going down the center four in line", the men
must make a half turn by t hems elves c so that all four
are facing down the hall.
fl

"Wheel and turn": active couple is in the middle of
the
line of four; they turn as a couple; inactive^
turn by thelselves; all are noitf facing up the hall and
return to place four in line,
The "cast off" is accomplished by the two men turning
as a couple to face the middle cf the set while at
the same time the two ladies also turn as a couple to
face the middle of the set.
3

3

So much for the mechanics of the &aar«e„ The first reference to Queen Victoria that we have seen in American
Sauare Dance hooks is in one cf Ellas Howes volumes,
"Hew American Dancing Master^ circs, 1330,
s

Monadnock Region had been invited to
demons tra be something different in the line of contra
was
dances at. a New Hampshire Folk Festival, and .it
while searching for "something different" that we came
You might say that the dance is an
across the dance,*
"Americanized version" of the original; which probably
The Howe directions may be
was English or Scottish.
edition,, and reads:
i860
the
106
of
page
on
found
"First couple change places, presenting right hands.
Return, giving left; turn round* retain left hand and
give right to second, couple .(4 bars) The four set in
line(4- bars). Ikch gentleman turns the other's partner
by the right hand (4 bars)* Four, arm-in-arm lead down
the middle and up again (S bars),, Pousette (8 bars) u

A group from the

.

,

9

UG °

ffilfo

GG
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SQUARE DANCE
BRING HOME YOUR C0R1TER
(Mai Hayden)
Music - any sifuare dance tune you like
Into,- breaks & ending, ad lib
Two head couples forward and back
Forward again, bring your corner home with you
And stand there four in line
How forward eight and back
Forward again, pass through and turn alone
(the lady now on gent's right is his new partner)
Forward eight and back once more
Half right and left to place
And turn your new girl into place
Do si do your corners all
Do si do your own little doll
Swing your partner round in place
And promenade her once around

Repeat for the head couples
Repeat twice for the side couples

YIXTIS

A Folklore Magazine
In it you will finds
* Folk! oris tic background pf
* Ethnic activities and news

people and dancing

* Dance descriptions and book reviews

YOU LEAR1T SOMETHING- 1T.W II EACH ISSUE!
YOU CAN»T AFFORD TO HE WITHOUT IT*
* Three dollars per year of SIX ISSUES
Write to: V.P. Belia jus ,P1.0. Box 288
San Glemente, California
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SEIMSE BERTE (Joy For Two)
Irish Couple Dance
Dance directions from Pioneer Press, Maine Polk Dance
Camp, vol X, no 4, June 19, 1957.

Formation : Couples, facing, man's
circle; ladies facing center.

back to

center of

Part 1: With right hands joined, both move sidewards
to man's left, lady's right with one schottische step.
Man does LEI hop on L
Lady does RLR hop on R
Both move sidewards again, to man's right, lady's left
with one schottische step.
Man does SIS. hop on ?,
Lady does LEL hop on L
IB PLACE both do either a reel step or step-hop like
this: Man step-hops on L behind H chugging forward
"
"
Man step-hops on S behind 1
n
n
lady step-hops on L behind R
n
"
L
behind
on
R
lady step-hops

BOTH - IH PLACS do either three light steps in place,
man doing a LRL, the lady doing a SIS, or, you can do
the original hornpipe step, sometimes called the Sailor^ Hornpipe, which goes like this.

You finish the preceding figure with weight on
Fow step back on left heel, as you raise
Now step back on left heel, as you raise
heel-,
This can be done by just rocking from

MAI":

right
right
right
ankle

foot.
heel.

to ankle.

IADY: Has weight on left foot from preceding figure.
So she steps down on right heel, as left heel is raised. Then step down on left heel and raise right heel.
Then step down on right heel and raise loft heel. This
too, may be done by rocking from ankle to ankle.

REPEAT ALL OF PART 1, but in opposite direction
with, opposite feet, man to right, lady to left.

and
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Part 2s Still retaining right hands, both take a schottische step to man's left, lady's right (1,2,3, hop),
Uow change places with each other with another schottische step (1,2,3, hop),
still retaining hands lady
turning Tinder joined hands „ Mam has to swing joined
hands down* then -up* In new position,, do a schottische
step to man's left, lady f s right Q
Then change places
again,, returning to original positions,,
,

wrap-aro ond a position 'by crossing left hands
"below right*.
The nan extends elbows to side as lady
rests her arms on his.
In this position "both move a—
round the circle with schottische step. (l 2 ? 3» hop)
etc, starting on man's left; lady's right g 4 in all.
Take a

H

,

r

hspmt imoM

mm

tsm bbjimiss

piit the music for "Bluebell
associated with the dance.
usually
tune
Pclka" is the
recording # 3^-35 » Also Vicencolient
an
has
Pari o|jh one
series on either 45 rpm
Dances"
Polk
Of
¥orld
tor "The
or IP 33 \f3 :rpm^

Any hornpipe tune will do

,

:

first introduced in this country by
California .Polk Dance
ParrejI
Ilennady
TJha
T at the
the Pacific-, StockCollege
of
at
year
camp, held each
that look difdances
the
of
one
is
ton, California » it
to
&o
easy
D
relatively
ficult, hut is
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Ye muses, so kind, that are guided "by wind,
On the ocean as well as on shore,
Assist a poor "bard" how to handle his "card"
Without ceasing where billows do roazL
LTot of Cupid he sings, nor of country nor kings,
Or of any such -trifles he thinks,
But of seafaring, sail-making, gamboling, Capering,
Grog-drinking her os like Hinks

When Jack comes on shore he has many galore.
And he's seldom cut short of a ^ob;
He can dress as well now, as many can tell,
With a good silver watch in Ms fob.
Poor Jack in his life was ne'er plagued with a wife,
Though sometimes with, lasses he links;
He's a seafaring, sail-making a gamb cling.
Capering-, grog-drinking hero* '"John Hinks ..^

When inclined for to spend he walks in with a friend,
And with pleasure he sits .himself down;
He tips off his glass as he winks at the lass,
And he. smiles if she happens to frown.
Like a rattling true blue when the reckoning cvsasa due.
On the table the money he clink's;
This seafaring., sail -making gamboling
!!T,^v r-4
r i«
Ein
Caner ing,* grog— drinking hero, "Jack
.
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Bound home the other Ps.ll we fell in with a squall
Near the northern head of Cape ireels;
We were cast away without further delay;
At the thought, how "my spirit it chills";
We were cast upon rocks like a hard-hunted fox Then of death and destruction he thinks;
That seafaring, sail-making, gamboling,
H
Capering, grog-drinking hero, °Ja,ck Hinks.
'

Jack without fail was out i£ that same gale,
Having drove across Bonavist Bay;
Cld Ileptune did rail while he handled all sail,
And they had their two spars cut away.
But Providence kind who so eases the wind
And on seamen so constantly thinks,
Saved that seafaring, sail-making, gamboling
Oh,

35
Capering, grog-drinking hero, "Jack Hinks."
Oht death it will come like the sound of a drum
For to summon poor Jack to his grave;
What more could he do, for you all know 'tis true
T Tis
the fate of "both hero and slave.
Eis soul soars afloat so doleful and soft,
while the hell for the funeral clinks
Oh I peace to that seafaring, sail-making, gamboling,
Capering, grog-drinking hero, "John Hinks.^
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leader: "This is a folk dance; fell?: dances are fun,"
Recruit: I thought possibly; that T s why I came here.
But there must he doubt else you let the dance speak
for itself. I think I 11 go home now c u
y

1

L

T

jokster to his partner.
to dance., not to have funl

rnispered

a
here
"Stop giggling! You're

fCEDY, PONTIFICAL T3HA.CEM was ranting.

T

:.

,,

HOW TO STOP SHOICOT? Folk dance camp is as
good a place as any; to take your mind off tobacco
Quit clean
there's much to do and many to gab with,
He who tationeth himself teaseth himself and availeth
himself nothing*
WdKTOERIHG-

xoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxcxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxo
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Bruce
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!Paul & Qreiei
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at the L'l&kipi) XAITIOT, LOOKOUT MT.
G-olden, Colorado

SATURDAY FOOI^

JUITE

2?th

to

SATURDAY HORI7HCK

.JULY

4th

Join Ub I'or A Perfect Vacation
In Seautlful Surroundings
person will pay for room
"board j and program

$55*0°

P—

SIACE IS LIMITED - i

.-

IITEOEK^TIGN FROM: Mrs G-retel Dunsing

5315 Drexei Ave*
Chicago 15? Illinois

KECLSTER 1OT
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Sponsored

"by the
Cultural Exchange of Persons Program
of the U.Sc, Department of State, two sets of our lew
England teen-agers are going to take the beauty and
fun of our square and contra dances to Europe this sum
mer on a three weeks tour which will include Moscow

and Vienna.
The group will be under the leadership of 3ob & Berda
Treyz of West Acton, Mass. who took a group of young
dancers to participate in the Worlds Eair at Brussels
last year.
The group did an outstanding job and have
been ehosegp for the coming trip, along with another
set from Jamaica Plain, Mass., who have been dancing
under the leadership of Miss Louise Winston.

State Department will pay transportation of the
group to Europe and back, but other expenses of the
trip must be borne by the group. This will amount to
over $5»°00 5 a sizeable sum, even in these days of inflation, and at the moment, prospects for raising this
Any assistance that you can
amount are discouraging.
offer, either suggestions for sources of funds,
eleven better any contributions;, large or small s which
any individual or group would care to make would be
most welcome. These may be sent to Bob Treyz, West Acton, Mass. or to Miss Louise Winston, 2 St John St.. Jamaica Plain. Mass. We can think of no worthier cause.
The

3
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If you believe in the friendliness and fun of square
dancing; if you "believe in spreading such joy abroad;
if you believe in encouraging our young people in
wholesome activities; if you would like to show Ear ope
the opposite side of our juvenile picture 5 then here's
you chance to back up your words and beliefs and help
some real nice youngsters to have a wonderful experience and do a lot of good*

of the .'.Syracuse University Folk Dancers

will be held Saturday ^ "May 2 V 1959* in '"Central High
School c located in the heart of S.yracusa 5 JLX, at the
cornex* of South barren and Adams Streets,
..

festival will open at ItOO p nu with a folk dance
workshop ifor young people, From 3 *O0~5:OO leaders .of
attending groups will assise; :lii conducting a workshop
for folk dancers from far and near,,
The

8

.

The main p?^mj?i of folk dance e^hj bit 1 ons*.. musics >-arr&
songs of many lands will get under way after a short
period of general dancing beginning at 7:00 p^m* Admission to the evening program .is $00^5 per ^person.
.

About midnight, more enthusiastic dancers will adjourn
to another .hall for a ''.folk dancers Jam Session, and
buffet lunch which will cost aboni $13 2$ per person.
,;

For additional information, contact:
Keith Hunt
959 Ackerman Ave,
Syi-acuse 10,, ¥oY»
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"Ukrainian

Caster

"by

G-loria Siirmach

Courtesy of Mary Ann Herman

The skillful ingenuity of Ukrainian women has pat
Easter Egg coloring on the highest plane of Polk Art*
The art of colored -"fester 5ggs or Pysanky, as they are
called, is an ancient one, originating in pagan times,
and symbolizing the rebirth of the earth out of winter
into spring, with its promise of new hope, new life,
health and prosperity. After the advent of Christianity, it symbolized the Resurrection, with its promise
of

a.

"better world.

Many long winter evenings were spent in the mak
ing of Fysanky, as Ukrainian girls prepared their tiny
itoasterpieces for the
traditional church "blessing the
day "before JJaster, After Easter Sunday church service
young people gathered on the church lawn to dance and
sing gay n Hayivkyn , and lucky "beans were presented
with Pysanlty "by their girlfriends .
.

Pysahky are decorated "by a complicated dye p3y>cess akin to Batik- Melted "bee's wax is applied with a
stylus called a "kistka" , to a fresh, uncooked, white
egg, and the egg is dipped into a succession of dye
"bath.
Between each dipping, wax is applied over areas
where the preceding color is to remain. After the final color has set, all the wax is rubbed off and a
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hard glaze is applied. With careful treatment a Pysantea will last indefinitely.

Each section of the Ukraine has its own "basic
Pysanka designs although symbols and their meanings
often vary from one village to the next. In the Carpathian Mountains, the Hntsuls have patterns that are
intricately geometric, while. across the great steppes,
in Eastern Ukraine, design patterns are more "baroque
with floral designs predominating.

Although the same
Ho two Pysanky are identical.
is
Pysanka
different in its
repeated,
each
are
symhols
most often
color.
The
symools
and
arrangement
pattern
:used include
Triangle - any trio; air, fire, water.
8 pointed star - A tar, ancient sun god.
Sua - good fortune.
Rooster - fruition (of egg) denotes
Chicken — fulfillment of wishes
Deer - wealth, prosperity.
¥±t Tree - eternal yetcth, health.
flower - love, charity.
Undless line - eternity.
'.Checkerboard - used to fill in horder
designs
Dots j Seive,

to

Liih u an tan

^iuv
—^^

Caster

J^^WjSx

by JOSSPHIKS 3EMIS
from an interview with Mrs Gelinas & Mrs Manoniaitis
cf Dorcnester, Mass.
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In Xithuania the people -used to
take time for the big holidays - !E3aster
and Christmas; twfc days in the cities
and three days in the country.
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At Easter the table is loaded en ^Cc^r^_ -^ 1^3
~~^ - ': J
the m oming wi t h the t radi t i onal
\^
-p^—r~-^\
foods cf the season, and left all
'.^
through the holiday, the dishes being \L \^-~?^y ,J
covered or placed in a cold place at
yL^-/
^-^i/
night, and refilled when emptied. All
\_:
X! fffi/j
the friends call and sample the delica- "">— tMrcies; and the children bring along their own Easter
eggs for the traditional laster Egg Game.
-

."-''/

I

3hster eggs are a
special way:

must and are prepared in this

About three weeks before the holiday, a shallow
pan of oats is filled with water and cats to sprout.
This makes a lovely spring-like green nest for the
eggs. Then the skins of onions are saved, and when the
time comes, they are placed in the water in which the
eggs are being hard boiled, varying lengths of time,
yielding colors varying from a pale j'cllow to a dark
Tying on the onion skins with string to the eggs
tan.
will give a mottled effect. Designs are made either by
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painting on the

design with

"beeswax "before "boiling -

the "beeswax "will "boil off, "but leave an uncolored
place on the egg; or, the design is scratched off after "boiling, the color scratched off leaving a white
design.

The game is this: I tap my egg against your egg,
and if my egg cracks your egg, I acquire your egg, and
vice versa. Sometimes one egg will crack several.

Zlraddtonat Eitkuaniah
Laster 3oods
Colored eggs "with sour cream "butter (like cream cheese)
Sweet white "bread (everyday bread is
Sausages
Ham
Igg folk Cake - large fancy
dark Rye)
Rich cheese
cake (Birch log; Porcupine'; or Tree cale) Wealthy families might have other things „ such as a Turkey, suckling pig3 etc*

cream Jbut;ter cream cheese should he a near
substitute^. It is flavored with a tiny hit of allspice
and peppercorns-.
For sour

;

;

EGG -YOLK GAKO

,

is certainly- different:

10 ha rdb oiled Bgg yolks
3/8 cup melted "butter

2 whole raw eggs

-J lb sugar (1 cup)
Grated risd of 1 lemon

Mash yolks gradually beat in other ingredients. Bake
1 hour in moderate oven, In a shall ow pan lined .with
waxed paper,
-

;

BIRCH LOG CAKE:
This is a jelly roll with a prune and chocolate filling., frosted white, and marked with chocolate icing to
resemble a birch tree. But what a jelly rolll
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9 egg yolks

10 egg whites

cups sugar
Juice of 1 lemon

1 tbsp "baking powder
grated rind of 2 lemons

1-J-

C

Cream yolks with sugar; add lemon juice and rind, and
gradually sift the dry ingredients and- the egg whites
"beaten until stiXf. Bake on thin sheet 15 minutes., at
Spread with filling and roll up as a
350 degrees.
jelly roll. Frost with white frosting and make black
"birch markings with chocolate frosting.
s

l"b dried prunes
"boiled, strained and forced through a sieve, or a "blender. Cream 1 cup "butter
and 1 cup sugar.
Add 2 egg yolks and beat well. Add
prune pulp, 1 tsp vanilla, azid 1 square melted chocolate. Seat well.

FILLING- : 1

,

POTATO PUDDING-

:

A prize winning recipe, and a favorite
ians

of the Lithuan-

.

medium sized potatoes, grated raw, and throw away
the water which separates
2 "beaten eggs
^ cup evaporated milk
salt & pepper
tbsp
"butter
3
Optional: -J- lb bacon cut into small pieces
1 medium onion, chopped fine and
6

sauteed with bacon
Throw ax-jay fat or any left over meat
Bake in hot oven 45 minutes in a greased casserole.
Serve with cranberry sauce and soured cream.
LITTLE

WIGS

:

1 egg, 3 tbsp sugar; 2 tbsp sour cream; grated lemon
rind; flour; powdered sugar.
Cream egg and sugar; add cream and lemon rind. Add enough flour to make a stiff dough. Roll thin on floured board; cut into strips 1 inch wide and 6 inches
long. Slit center of each strip. Twist one end through
the hole. Fry in hot deep fat; drain on paper and dust
with powdered? sugar.

ZJke juvenile Qhurck !PLay
hy PAT PENDING
Some mother gets a "bright idea
Her daughter is a singer';
An actress s or a "ballet girl;
To stardom she must "bring her.
At church she starts a "buzz in round,
Good prodding at the Doo'ers,
•?£:~^^^\
To set a -waiting fuse alight,
"A show for Amateurs.
Ife^^*!

1

The kids whose families have a pew
Are "blindly all recruited,
And given lines to learn "by heart
Eegardless if they re suited,'
So now the merry race is on.
^Practice those lines or ditty
Grown folks should hide behind each post
Or land on a committee
1

T

;

The Pars on T s wi f e - Bi re c t or
A soul with utmost tact,

3
ki

$£.
V-jLij.-.

W-jti
.-:-.'--•

a

•

£j .

Convinces doting mothers
Their hoys or girls can act.
Committees for the costunes;
Committees for the door;
q <mm ^ ttees for the tickets;
Perhaps a dozen more.

Solicit for the candy;
Programs to mim'ograph;
A prize for selling tickets,
The whole church on the staff.
At last the vital night arrives,
The show scheduled for eight;
A cold, cold supper all do get

....

.

..._,, .<«.^

k5

So they will not

"be

late.

Long last the curtain rises;
The house lights all go dim,
With gramps and grams all looking hard
For their own her or him.
Yes, sixty other gran-pas,
And gran-mas, turning white,
?
Who 11 find the seats get hardish
f.
Long through this festive night.

:'%
;

*'

::

1

#*.-•'•'

:

There's also Pops and M amine rs
Awaiting for the thrill
Of loudly clapping much applause
lot their own Jack, or Jill.
The air gets thick and muggy,
The temperature gets EOT;
The chairs get hard and harder,
But the windows opened - HOT.

.vji?

t^J
A>;;

p

Q;l.-\

'i&'£B$8
"S--V fc
'"'"'^v

As each folks "budding starlet
In solo struts some stuff,
Somewhere a flash "bulb flashes
With one "big "blinding puff.
Each show must have two sections,
With drawn out middle "break,
So kids too young for stardom
Oan peddle sweets and cake.

The curtain droppeth with a thud,
We squirm and stretch and wiggle,
While up "behind that curtain there,
They peek, and run and giggle.
The cake and candy all sold out,
Here comes the final frolic;
Loudly encored from the floor
By some "bahy sick with colic.

silence echoes from the stage;
hear
We
a deathly pause;
has just fluffed her lines,
youngster
Some
One mother's "blush - "because
THEN",
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The lass whose mother started all,
Who did create this night,
Has missed her cue, and messed the show,
And fled in speechless fright.
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vere, Mass, May 28th

saiga

c/& Married:
'

March 28, Miss
Joan Pratt & John Clark

The Boston Country Dance So
ciety (English) announces
the date of a Dig party at
the Beachview Ballroom, ReSave the date - and go.

Mr Jack McEelvie, chief of Cla,n MeEenzie. Manchester
HoHo and a member of the 1FJEI, Scottish Country Dance
instructing a new Scottish Country Dance
Societj'-p is
group in Meri&en^, !"*H»
Congratulations to the new .folklore Center of the City
of Montreal, Q,uehoc 3 for organising a folk dance orchWhat they have done
estra for its dancing programs a
other groups in the States can do - if they want to.
Directed hy M, Michel Cartio^, the J'olklore Center is
proving itself, tofbe a real live ? gping -concern dn the
revival of interest in traditional dances of many
lands. Visitors to the city of Montreal would do well
to visit the Center whenever possinle*
While in, lew York recently^ we learned that the Employ
ment Services Professional Placement Center^ 444 Madison Avenue 9 is looking for summer camp councelors w|ro
can teach square 8s f oik dancing, & play-party games

How many of you attended the Irish Arts & Industries
Fair held, at the Hew England Mutual Hall March 10th to
17th? The purpose of the fair was to acquaint the people of ITew England with selected quality products of
Ireland and to promote their sale.

m

_

Ralph Page & Dave Rosenberg are two of the instructor^
^rho have accepted invitations to lead the workshop se|
Bion of the New England Polk Festival,, Tufts Universi||
Sunday afternoon, April 26th u Ai|fey, Medford, Mass „
one
other
teacher
is expected for the session,,
ELeast
***
and
Congratulations
all good wishes go to Stig SimdHopa
iqf Torog.tOj Canada, and Ms new
Polk dance group M T|j.e
Stig Sundholm Folkdancers
who meet at Iiimhourije Park
jBhited Church.
200
oiverleigh Blvd,, Toronto, eve%y
Wednesday evening 8:00-10s30 p«m a Everybody welcome. ifo
Experience needed.
jj

11

,
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r
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Sew York City ds.ncers will he glad to learn of the new
[Thursday Eve Square Dance Group with Sol G-ordon & Guefjt
freacherSj "beginning March 12th at the 92nd St n Y". S»|0
111 1 00 p ,2„ through the end of May„
4

|j

##*

|

The Country Dance Society of America send word of tbexr
April House Party Weekend at Hudson Guild Farm.-, Andovspr
|ow Jersey s April 17-19 with. May Gadd Phil Merr.il| y
loo Hider, Dick Forscher & Genevieve Shimer^ leaders!.
Further information may he obtained by writing directly.
lb the Society at 55 Christopher St. If»Y* lk 3 K.Y.
1

{ J

;

*T*

1*

"Is

|i

of square dance weekends and camps coming up this}
Spring & summer. In the order in which we received thf

lLots

notices;

{{

Write to Lawton Harris r College of the Pacific, Stock?!
California, for information about the 12th an}}
ifcon ^ 8
iaual California Polk Dance Camp. Two sessions: July 2$
- August S
Complete square danci
fp August 1; August 3
section.* all levels., Polk dances from 20 nations.
Write to Alice Morey, Port Kent* Maine for information
ah out the famous Maine Polk Dance Camp Three session^
Pioneer Camps, Bridget on Mainejl
jfchis spring, all at
20-26,
And we do mean write now, foil
June 6-12; 13-19;
|his cairp fills up fasti
«,

**#
St.
Franklin
Brundage,
Write to Boh

Ext*,

R.D.

6,

Danbjt
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iday at Grand lake Lodge, Lebanon, Conn. May 22, 23, &
24, 1959.

"Springtime Squares" May 22, 23, 24 at Jug End Barn in
South Sgremont, with 3d & Dru Gilmore, Dick & Carol
Steele* Lou & Ginger Br own

labor Bay Weekend at the ¥endell Sherwood Hotel, Fitts
fields Mass. Sept., 4-5-6-7 with Al Brundage & Bick
Leger.
Memorial Ueekend 3 May 29-30-31 in Atlantic City in the
Hotel Jefferson with Al Brundage 8a Earl Johnston,
Bon t forget the Ilagerstown May Square Dance festival
Saturday May 23rd, at the new Sorth Hagerstown High
School afternoon & evening,
f

9

?

.

Square Dance Adventure July 19-24 at U»S Thayer Hotel
West Point, lT*Yo with Al Brundage , Manning Smith, Max
Pbrsytli s Lou Hildebxand, Art Harris & Cur-ley Custer;
same place h August 16-21 with Al Brundage s Bruce Johnson & Johnny LeGiair

fourth Amnal Polk Dance Conference, sponsored "by the
Dept of Physical Education and University [Extension,University of California^ Los Angeles in cooperation
with the folk dance federation of Calif ornia, South,
takes place August l6«22 1959- o& the campus of Univ.
of California Santa Barbara College, Goieta, Calif orWrite to University Extension., Univ* of California
nia r 129 S.; Cariilo St Santa Barbara California,
BOSH: March 13 ? to Mr & Mrs Joe G-oldenberg, a daughter
:>

:

g

Sirica,

It may seem like a long way off Tmt the 5 th Annual
Square Dance festival in Dallas- Texas., takes place on
November 21,. afternoon & evening in the Memorial Auditcriuia.

Another 5th, is the 1959 Atlantic Square fiance Convention, October 9-10, at the Royal York Hotel, Toronto,
Ontario, Canada

New Hampshire Folk Festival this spring will "be in
Bristol Comnrunity House & High School, Saturday after*
noon & evening, May 23rd.
***
The 15th annual Hew England Folk Festival is Apri} 2^25-26, at Tufts University, Medford, Mass..
***

Eighth Annual State Convention of the Folk Dance Feder
action of Minnesota, will "be held in Fairmont, Minn* on
June 19, 20 and 21, 1959.
***
The 5th annual Florida Square, Hound and Folk Dance
short course, June 30-July ^, at the University of JFlo
rida, Gainesville, Fla. Write to Dr. Robert L. Fairing
General Extension Division of Florida, 808 Seagle 3idg.
Gainesville, Florida. The Country Dance Society announce their 33rd anntejj.
Spring Festival at Hunter College, 100 East 6gth B%1
FTC, May 2, 1959. Square & Country Dancing for al£.

And the same Society send word of their pinewoods camp
on long Pond, Mass. for the .first three weeks in August. This is their 27th annual dance _& music camp.

there are la^re of the same, hut you can't print
em if you don't get the notices alacut f em.
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50 MUSICAL KIX3RS - $1,00
"by Bay Olson
{

,«

MTJSfOOi MIXE& M&f - $1,00
"by

Say Olson

FOLK miTGIHG FOR; FUU - .50?
by Jane SarweXl

mKOSi SQUL3E

UaiTCl - $1,50

by J. Leonard Jennewein
$93 SRERiCT

by Frank

?M CM

SIUSIITG CALLS

-

$2,00

Lysaan, Jr.

mss

of s^iess mucins - #2,50
compilation of sqimr-es in Sets In Order

5

1

f

IWEJ^Mk

- $l c 00
the Dick Crxna Songbook, words, music, guitar chords
GiLIPOSiTLl

wmT'MMC®

GkiT STU&B8S (1953) - $3,00

F.E. Gamp Notebook - $2,10
0CMP32JT3 Y0T& OTS OF 3J(&£E£8H J'UITKST
we have most of the back iss-B.es at ,30^ each
Order any of the abtfve material from Salph Fage
132 Pearl St
Cessne, H#H*
,.

